SHALL    WE    JOIN    THE    LADIES?
all the chairs were occupied. The newcomers had to
sit on desks and window-sills. Two by two the women had
come in. A young Ukrainian first, pretty in her red silk
dress, her nationality easily betrayed by her accent and
chestnut hair. An Armenian, vdvct-eycd, olive-skinned,
and with long shining black tresses, had brought her little
boy. He had the flax coloured hair and water-blue eyes
of his father, whom 1 met a week later flying in the machine
on which he served as mechanic. Indefinable was the
origin of a conspicuous young woman with hair bleached
to platinum blonde, and face richly made up with lipstick
and black dye for eyebrows. She wore a white raw silk
dress with red buttons and a flaring patent leather belt.
Unlike the others she wore stockings, and her shoes were
arrogantly conspicuous among the tennis slippers and
sandals of the others. All of them, seemed to regard this
meeting as a welcome opportunity to show off their good
clothes to the Siberian provincials.
The officer in white opened the meeting with his typical
grin, and said:
'Comrades! We are meeting here to-night to discuss
questions affecting our every-day life. As you know, a
movement was started all over the country last year under
the name "The Technicians' Wives". It enjoys great
popularity by now. Many districts of our wide country—
outlying places where villages, tiny towns, deserts and
swamps are now rapidly turned into great industrial
centres—are coming to life under the hands of Soviet
workers, directed by pioneer technicians. Everywhere into
these bustling turmoils of socialist construction, faithful
Soviet women have followed their courageous husbands;
nearly always they have to take upon themselves hardships
and discomforts. These are unavoidable amidst the rapidity
of progress in the battle for new life in formerly forgotten
lands. The movement of the technicians* wives—which
you, brave companions of our heroic Arctic airmen, have
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